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EXISTENCE OF OLIGOPOLISTIC EQUILIBRIUM 
    IN MULTIPLE MARKETS ECONOMY

Yuuji  SATOHl

Abstract: An oligopolistic market model is considered where n firms supply a 

single homogeneous commodity to m different markets. In contrast to perfect 

competition, the model is oligopolistic in the sense that each firm decides not only 

the total production quantity of the commodity and its allocation to different 

markets, but also offering prices for individual markets. Consumers in one market 

would buy the commodity with the least price in that market. Furthermore , 
consumers may move from one market to another when the price discrepancy 

between the two markets is sufficiently large. The demand of one market is given 

by a linear combination of the least prices of m markets plus a potential demand 

in that market. Assuming that cost functions of all firms are strictly convex , it is 
shown that there exists a unique set of prices over m different markets , which 
achieves the optimal pricing strategy for all firms and balances the demand and 

supply in all individual markets.

1. INTR.ODUCTION

 When perfect competition is present, the price is given by the market. 
Accordingly the market strategy for a participating firm is limited to decision of 
its supply quantity to the market. In a monopolistic case, the monopolist optimizes 
its supply quantity and price subject to the market demand. Strategic issues 
concerning oligopolistic competition are more complex and sophisticated. Since 
a limited number of firms would compete against each other, strategic decisions 
of one firm would affect those of others and vice versa. 

 This paper deals with an oligopolistic market model where n firms supply a 
single homogeneous commodity to m different markets. The decision problem of 
one firm would be to determine the total production quantity of the commodity, 
its allocation to m different markets, and offering prices for individual markets 
in order to maximize its overall profit. Since a single homogeneous commodity 
is supplied by all firms, consumers in one market would buy the commodity from 
the firm with the least price. This price is called the winning price of that market. 

 Each market has a potential demand for the commodity. By recognizing this 
demand, all firms realize upper bounds for setting their offering prices in the 
market. While different upper bounds may be perceived by different firms, such 
different upper bounds will converge to a common value in per suit of individual  

1 I am indebted to Hisakazu Nishino for fruitful discussions, criticism and assistance throughout 
this paper. I would also like to thank Ushio Sumita for his helpful comments on earlier drafts.
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optimal pricing strategies by the firms, since only the winning price is accepted in 
each market. Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that all firms 
recognize a common upper bound, which we call the guide price of the market. 
Given a set of guide prices for all markets, the firms set offering prices over m 
different markets with optimistic expectation that they would be a winner as long 
as their offering prices do not exceed the guide prices. 

 All markets are assumed to be substitutable to each other in the sense that 
consumers may move from one market to another when the price discrepancy 
between the two markets is sufficiently large. More specifically, we assume that 
the demand of  one market is given by a linear combination of the winning prices 
of in markets plus a potential demand in that market. In this context, if cost 
functions of all firms are strictly convex, it will be shown that there exists a unique 
set of guide prices over m different markets, which achieves the optimal pricing 
strategy for all firms and balances the demand and supply in all individual markets. 
Lederer (1989) has shown a similar existence theorem but only with non-sub-
stitutable linear demand functions. The main theorem of this paper generalizes the 
result of his. 

 The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces notation employed 
throughout the paper. The formal model is described in Section 3 and the main 
theorem proving the existence of an oligopolistic equilibrium is given in Section 
4. In Section 5, some concluding remarks are given with brief discussion of possible 
extensions of this research.

2. NOTATION

 M = { 1, 2, • • , i, • • • , m} is the set of markets and N = { 1, 2, • , j, • • • , n} is the 
set of firms. Both sets are finite. pi= (p;, • • , p; )T, q; _ (q; , • • • , QTY. are a strategic 
price vector and a strategic production vector of firm j respectively. Let 
p=(pl, • •, pin)T be the market price vector. F;(q;) is a cost function of firm j 
and is strictly convex with respect to q. We define D(p) = (Dl(p), • • • , D'"(p))T as 
the total demand vector and d as the potential demand vector when p= 0. Finally, 
we employ ill(p;, q;) as a profit function of firm j.

3. THE MODEL

 We shall consider an oligopolistic market model in which all firms (j= 1, 
2, • • , n) supply a same commodity to multi markets (i= 1, 2, , m) simul-
taneously. Contrary to a competitive case, it is assumed that each firm decides 
not only production schedule concerning total amount of the product and its 
allocation to each market, but also pricing strategy at each market. It will be 
likely to exist some different prices offered by firms in each market. Since the same 
commodity is supplied, however, consumers in the market will buy one with the 
least price, which we say the winning market price. Moreover, if there is another
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market where the winning market price is much lower than that of the market, 
a part of consumers may flow out to such market, and if the winning market 
price of the market is much lower than that of ether's, a part of them may flow 
into the market. It will be also natural to expect that on the amount of demand 
in a market, winning prices in other markets totally have less effects than that in 
the market under consideration. 

 For the sake of simplicity, we approximate the demand vector D(p) by a linear 
function of the winning market price p as follows: 

Definition 1. Demand Function 

D(p)a-- Ap+d(1) 

where di >0 (i e M, d - (d 1, • • • , d'")T) denotes the potential demand of the i-th 
market. 
The above disscussion directly leads to 
Condition 1. au <0, 0, al >_ 0 (i j ) 
Condition 2.a. I ail I > Ej # i al; (i E M) 

       2.b. I ajjl >El,jai; (jEN) 
on A - (au). First, Conditions 1 and 2.b mean that the demands between markets 
satisfy gross-substitutability in the same sense with that on commodities. Second, 
Condition 2.a slightly strengthens the substitutability in the sense that if the 
winning price in all markets increase op > 0 uniformly, then the amount of demand 
at each market decreases. On this point, Lederer's formulation (1989) can be 
interpreted as A = kl (k < 0), and is a special case of our model, in which the 
demands are non-substitutable. 

 Since the demand vector D(p) makes sense only if D(p) >— 0, we can restrict the 
regions ,g), g of meaningful price and demand vectors as follows:

YE{pER+ I —Ap<d} , 

                   g-{XER+. IxeD(°~)} . 

It directly follows from Conditions 1 and 2 on A that both P and g are compact 
convex polyhedra in R7 including 0. We shall further notice that D(p) gives a 
one-to-one bl-continuous correspondence beteween g) and 9. We denote the 
inverse mapping as 13- ' (x) = A -' (x — d), x E 2. It is easy to see that if an x belongs 
to the Parato frontier PF - {x E g I y g if y > x} of g, then there corresponds a 
p E such that pi = 0 for some i E M, where y> x implies y >_ x and y x. Next 
the profit function of each firm is specified. 

Definition 2. Profit Function 

                         —T                  qj)=Pjq;-F;(q;) •(2) 
The profit function consists of the expected revenue p; q; and the determined cost 
F;(q;). We assume that the cost function F; is made up of production cost and
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transportation cost which are both increasing to scale, and is strictly convex with 
respect to  q;. 

 According to a usual rule adopted in non-cooperative game, we assume that 
each firm decides independently its production schedule and pricing strategy which 
is announced to each market at the same time. This requires that an initial market 
price vector p is given in advance. Now we can formulate the profit maximization 
problem of firm j. 
Problem j >> For any given initial market price vector p e 

         maximize hi (p;, q;) subject to 

0-�p;�p, 0 q; D(pi) •(3) 

Note that if (a) p ̀  < p and 0 < q for some i e M, or (b) D(p)<q; for some i e M, 
then we have (a) a situation that the firm can not sell the product q; with the 
strategic price p, because the pie-described market rule makes consumers expect 
that they will be able to buy the commodity with a price not exceeding pi, or (b) 
an excess supply D ̀ (p .) > 0, we shall further emphasize that p; in the inequality 
0 <= q; <_ D(pi) can not be replaced by to since each firm optimistically estimate its 
strategic pricing is successful and, as a result, no one expects p will always be 
realized. These will at least partly explain the reason why the constraint (3) must 
be imposed. 

 It follows from the definition of demand function (1) and the constraint (3) that 
the feasible region T(p) of «Problem j» is a compact convex polyhedron in R?m 
represented by 

T(p) = {(p;, q;) E R ,7 I P; ~ p q; — Ap; <_ d} . 

Since (0, 0) e T(p), T(p) is nonempty for any p E 3 . 

 THEOREM 1. For any pEY, there exists an unique optimal solution (p;(p), q;(p)) 
of «Problem p>, where we put is) = p ̀  whenever MO=  0. 

  Proof See Appendix 1. 

 THEOREM 2. The optimal solution (p;(p), q;(p)) is continuous with respect to 
pEe,. 
  Proof See Appendix 2. 

 Each firm decides its production schedule 4. (p) and pricing strategy p,(p) under 
an expectation that its announced price will be the least price of each market, and 
its product will be sold out at every market. First of all, however, there is no 
assurance that its price vector f);(0) constitutes the winning market price vector 
p(p) - (min; E N p; (p), • • • , min; E N p; (p)). Furthermore, if there are several firms 
which offer the same winning market price in some market, there remains the 

possibility that the total amount of their products will exceed the demand in the 
market. That is optimal solutions of «Problem j » (j e N) under p e Y do not always
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satisfy the following feasibility conditions: 

 E  4;  (p)  <  Di  (f)(0))  (i a M) and 4 (p) = 0 (i e M, j E N \ N ̀) , 
jeN' 

where 

N`={jeNIP;(P)=P`(p) ieM}.

(4)

4. EXISTENCE OF AN EQUILIBRIUM

 Previous discussion makes it clear that the optimal solutions of firms do not 
always satisfy the feasibility condition (4) as a total. In this section, we will show 
the existence of an initial price vector p* E g under which the optimal solutions 

(pi(p*), q(p*)) (jeN) satisfy the following two equalities: 

p* = p(p*) ,(5) 

qj (p*) = D(p(p*)) •(6) 
jeN 

Note that (5) implies p;(p*) = p* and we have N=N (i E M). Since (5) and (6) 
state that if the initial price vector is appropriately given then the same market 

price vector is realized under which balancing equality of demand and supply 
holds at every market, there is no insentive to alternate the initial price, and we 
say the set of p* and (p;(p*), q j(p*)) = (p*, (vil*))  (jeN) the equilibrium. 
Recalling that 9 c R + is compact convex, we have

         for op E , R(p) - max ). e [0, 1] I E 430) e . (7) 
jeN 

By THEOREM 2, E jEN 4 (p) is continuous on 9, and we have the following lemma. 

 LEMMA. ,%(p) is continuous on .9. 

 Proof Since 4;(0) is the solution of «Problem j›),  4; (p)>— 0. 
 • Case 1 : If E JENq;(p) e., 

then from the above definition (7), 2(0)= 1. 
 • Case 2 : If E.44oog,.i  

   then p' satisfying 0 <_ E j e N q;(p) = Ap' + d does not belong to .9, which implies 
p''<0 for some i e M. Here we define the solution p° of Ap + d = 0 

LEN  qJ (p) = 0. Since 0 e 9 and d > 0, p° > 0. We easily have A LEN  4;(p)_ 
A{(1 — A)p° +, p'} +d, for ''A e [0, 1]. There uniquely exists A,* e [0, 1] 

   for which minLeM {(1—A)p°`+)p'i} =0 holds. Since A,_<A,* implies (l--k)p°+ 
2p' >_ 0, we see that (p) = A*. It follows from THEOREM 1 that the solution p' 

   of Ap+d=EjENq;(p) is continuous with respect to p, and so is A*. If the 
   distance between E jeN (0) and 9 tends to 0, we see that minLEMp" keeps 

   negative but tends to 0, which implies the convergence of O) to 1. ^
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Definition 3. S : 9 9 

 For 'pc g, S(P)= A(P) >2;eN 9j(15) 

Notice that LEMMA ensures continuity of S. 

Definition 4. G : 9 
  For ox e 9, G(x) = S(D -1(x)). 

Since S and D - 1 are continuous on g and on g respectively, we easily see that 
the composite mapping G is also continuous on g. 

 THEOREM 3. There exists P* e g such that D(V) = S(P*). 

 Proof Since g is compact convex and G is continuous, by Brouwer Fixed 
Point Theorem, there exists x*e g such that G(x*) = x*, so we have S(D -1(x*)) = 
x*. Then there corresponds to x* a re g such that P* = D -1(x*), for which we 
have S(P*) = x* = D(P*).^ 

 THEOREM 4. For P* E i satisfying D(P*) = S(P*), D(P*) = >2 jeN qj(P*). 

Proof. Assume that L, jEN vil*) g. Because of the nonsingularity of A, there 
exists p' 3 such that LEN  q j(P*) = Ap' + d. Since the latter half of (3) implies 
0 <_ j (P*) (jEN), the above assumption, >2 jeN q j(P*) g, means S(f)*) e PF, namely 
D(P*) a PF. Then there exists i e M such that fr*` =0, for which 0 < d ̀ < Mile) and 
EieN q j(p*) = 02 hold. So we have 

> q;(P*) — D ̀(P'k) < 0 . (8) 
                             jEN 

On the other hand, we have

 *) — D(P*) = Eg ;(P*) — S(P*) = (1— a(P*)) > 90*) ? 0 . (9) 
 jEN jeNjeN 

These two inequalities (8), (9) are incompatible with each other. Hence 
EieNiti(f)te g. Therefore by (7), we have 2(0*) =1, which gives S(P*) = 
>2JENgj(p*)• Thus we have D(P*)=>2 jeN gj(p*)•^ 

  THEOREM 4 states that there exists an initial market price vector P* E g under 
which the optimal production schedules 4(*) e g (j E N) satisfy (6). 

 THEOREM 5. For P* E g satisfying D(P*) = S(P*), p(P*) = P*• 

  Proof It suffices to prove p;(P*) = P* for all jEN. Suppose that there exists 
j e N for which p;(P*) < P*, that is, M' - {i e MI p(P*) <p*`} is nonempty. Since we

 2 If 0<q(p*) then Fi(gj(p*))<Fi(4j(11*)) for 4;-(4}, • • •, 0, q(1+1), . • •, 47)T. This leads to 
(pi(P*), ei'(P*))eT(p*) and nj(pi(P*), 9j(1)*))=pi(P*)T9j(P*)—Fi(0j(P*))=pi(P*)T9;(P*)—Fi(4j4l*))< 
pi(p*)Tgi(p*)—Fi(q;(p*))=Iej(pi(p*), q,(p*)) which contradicts to the optimality of (pi(P*), qj(p*)).
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have  (p;(p*)  —  p*)T A(p;(p*) — p*) <03 from Condition 2, we see that there exists 
i e M ̀  such that Di (V)  < D ̀(p; (p*)). Now we suppose that qt.; (p*) < D ̀(p;(p*)). If 
firm j changes the strategy from (p;(p*), q;(1)*)) to (p;(p*)+op`e,̀ q;(p*)) by a 
small amount of op ̀  > 0, then we see that p;(p*)<_ p;(p*) -}- op ̀ e ̀ .�f)* , qji (p*) <_ 
D`(p;(P*)+op`e`)<D`(p;(P*)) and q;(P*)~D"(p;(p*))_�Dk(p;(P*)+zip`e`) for 
all k — i, where e ̀ denotes the i-th unit vector in R m Therefore the strategy 
(p;(p*) + d p ̀ e ̀, q; (p*)) is feasible for firm j. By noting that qii = 0 implies pit = p* ̀, 
we directly see q >O. This leads to (p;(p*)+op`e`)Tq,>j (p*)Tqi, a contradiction 
to the optimality of (p;(p*), q;(p*)). Thus we have q.;(p*) = D ̀(p;(p*)) > D ̀(p*). 
On the other hand by THEOREM 4, qii(p*) (10)�E jeN (p*) = D`(p(p*)), we have a 
contradiction.Ll

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

 In this paper, an oligopolistic market model is considered where n firms supply 

a single homogeneous commodity to m different markets. In contrast to perfect 

competition, the model is oligopolistic in the sense that each firm decides not 

only the total production quantity of the commodity and its allocation to 

different markets, but also offering prices for individual markets. 

 Since a single homogeneous commodity is supplied by all firms, consumers in 

one market would buy the commodity from the firm with the least price, called 

the winning price of the market. All markets are substitutable to each other , i.e. 
consumers may move from one market to another when the price discrepancy 

between the two markets is sufficiently large. Each market has a potential demand 

for the commodity. By recognizing this demand, all firms realize upper bounds 

for setting their offering prices in the market. While different upper bounds may 

be perceived by different firms, it will be natural to expect that such different 

upper bounds will converge to a common value in pursuit of individual optimal 

pricing strategies by the firms, since only the winning price is accepted in each 
market. Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that all firms recognize 

a common upper bound, called the guide price of the market. Given a set of guide 

prices for all markets, the firms set offering prices over m different markets with 
optimistic expectation that they would be a winner as long as their offering prices 

do not exceed the guide prices. 

 The main theorem of this paper reveals that there exists a unique set of guide 

prices over m different markets, which achieves the optimal pricing strategy for 
all firms and balances the demand and supply in all individual markets. Therefore 

the common guide price in this paper can be regarded as a variation of the rational 

expectation price, and as a result, all the firms will assign the same price with each

3 Since matrix A satisfies Conditions 1 and 2, and that A -F- AT is symmetric, strictly diagonal 
dominant and has negative diagonal element. Then by Gerschgorin Circle Theorem, all the eigen 
values of A + AT are negative, and it is negative definite: for ex E R m, xT(A + AT)x = 2xTAx <O. Thus 
for (p;(P*)—p*)ERm, (po*)—P*)'A(p4)*)—p*)<0.
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other. This existing theorem for an oligopolistic equilibrium leads to the following 
open questions:  

1  : Would it be possible to implement a practical process of attaining the 
oligopolistic equilibrum ? 

2 : Would a similar existence theorem be present when a demand function is 
nonlinear but has a Jacobian matrix satisfying Conditions 1 and 2 regarding Y? 

3 : Would it be possible to extend the model where multiple firms supply a 
common set of multiple commodities to different markets which are still 
substitutable to each other ? 

 Appendix 1 (Proof of THEOREM 1). 
1 : the existence of the optimal solution 

 By the definition of profit function n (2), at any (p, q) E T(p), pr q; and F;(q;) 
are continuous, therefore it is also continuous. And further, the feasible region 
T(p) of «Problem j» is compact, convex and nonempty, hence n; has at least one 
maximum, namely the optimal solution (p; (p), km). 

2 : the uniqueness of the optimal solution 
 For 30 E 1, we supppose that «Problem j» has two different optimal solutions 

(p;(p), q;(p)) and (p;(p), q;(0)). In the rest of proof we shall abbreviate them (p;, q;) 
and (p; q;) respectively. 

 (a) Of =1.);(== 
 We have n.*, Eli) =P°T4j F;(4 ), n ;)=P°Ttb-F;(q;). Under the fixed 

py, inner product py Tq; is linear for q; and by the definition, F;(q;) is strictly 
convex. Thus for q;, q; satisfying q; ~ q we have n; (p y, q;) = n;(p y, q;) < n; (p y, 
A+ + (1—)L)q;) and 0 —. ;l b+ (1 — / )q; <— D(p y) for " e (0, 1). This contradicts that 
both (p;, q;) and (p;, q;) are the optimal solutions of «Problem j ». 

 (b) 
 Without loss of generality, we can suppose By the constraints (3) of 

«Problem/ » p <pit implies p <p`. If E <D`(p;), then we can increase only the i-th 
component of Of from p; to p + d p ̀ e ̀ (�1:1) by a small amount of zip'  > O. Since 
pi < p ̀  implies 0 < E, we have 0 < q <--_ D ̀(p; -I- d p ̀ e ̀) < D ̀(p;). On the other markets, 
by the Conditions 1 and 2 of matrix A, q; S D k(p;) <_ D k(p; + op ̀ e ̀) for "k O i. 
Therefore (p; + op ̀e ̀, q;) satisfies (3) and is feasible. However, n;(p;, q;) < n;(1); + 
op`e`, 4) contradicts that (p;, q;) is the optimal solution. Consequently, p) <p 
means 0< =D`(p;). Since E D`%) and E=D`(p;) imply — D`(p;)— 
D`(P;), 

(P;-POW — (P --P*D`(P;)—D(P;)) •(10) 
or 

(P;-p;)((q;<=(p--p)(D`(p;)--D`(P;)) •(11) 

For any component where p; O p; (10) or (11) holds. Summing all components,
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    E  _  7;  l  J  (P), elf) 

= fir; (Ive , ti; (IV —7c;(p;k, 47k)}+{15(elk, (119 —7ri(f)j,  Cu)} 
<{Th;(P;(P), kl(p))—~;(p;, q;k)}+{il;(p;(P"k), P;(P"k))—~;(OP q;)} 

<2sis . 

This is a contradiction.

73

we have ());—p;)T(q;—q;)<(p—p;)T(D(p;)—D(p;))<04. If we consider K, L, 
defined for VA E (0, 1) as follows 

K-,%p; q;+(1-2)P; q; , 

L=(Ap;+(1—A)p;)T(,.q;+(1-2) i) , 

we have K— L = A(1— A)(0;— p;) T(q; — q;) < 0, which means that p Tq; is strictly 
concave on the interval between (p;, q;) and (p;, Cu). As in the case (a), this 
contradicts that both (p;, q;) and (p;, q;) are the optimal solutions of << Problem j ». ̂  

 Appendix 2 (Proof of THEOREM 2). 
  Consider a convergent sequence {p"} in g) to p. Since Y is compact, we easily 

see that p e g). Our aim is to show that the corresponding sequence {(p;(p"), q;(p"))} 
of the optimal solutions converges to {(p;(p), q;(p))}. 

 If we deny the conclusion, we have E>0 and a subsequence {p"1 of {p"} such 
that ((p"), q; (p "")) N((p; (p), q (p)), c) as v'—* 00, where by N we mean the usual 
Euclidian neighborhood. Since U peg T(p) is compact" 1 there exists a convergent 
subsequence {(p;(p"), (1;(p"))} c U peg T(p) of {(p;(pv'), (if (P''))1 to, say, (p;, q;). It di

rectly follows from the facts pi-ll, (p (p "), q; (p ")) —, (p;, q ), p; (p ") < p" and 
q;(P")—Ap;(p")<d, that P;<—p and q;—Ap;So. 

 Thus we have (p;, q;) e T(p) \ N((p;(p), VP)), E). By the uniqueness of the optimal 
solution in T(p) we can take E' as follows: 

75(f);(0), q; (p)) — it; (P;, q;) = E' > 0 . (12) 

Further for any 6>0,  there is tee {µ} such that 

T(p"k) n N((P;(p), VOA 6) ,(13) 

includes a point, say, (p"k, q")", for any µk>__ p*. Again by the uniqueness of the 
optimal solution in T(p"k), 

n; (p; k, q; k) it; (p; (P "k), q; (P "k)) • (14) 

From (13), the fact that {(p;(p"), (11;(p"'))} converges to (p;, q;) and i; is continuous, 
we have max{ I n; (p), 00 .0)) — it; (p; k, 4,99 I, 17r;(p; (p), q; (p)) — n; (p;, (u) I } <673, 
for sufficiently large µk. And (12), (14) imply

 Since matrix A satisfies Conditions I and 2, same discussion as the footnote 3 holds .
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Remarks 

 11

U T(p)= U {(P;(P), q;(P))ER+mIg~Api+d, p<<pE°~} 
pE4'peg'

            = U {(P;(Pz),q;(p ))ER+mIgfcAp +d,p;<p'E°1}. 
A E A 

Since g) is compact convex, for each i E M there is max,l E e p "1 Supposing that pmax 

is the vector which is composed of these maxA E,, pzi, then U p E T(p) c T(pmax) 
since p < pmax holds for any p e g. T(pmax) is compact by definition. Thus we have 
the boundedness of U T( Let 41)1 0)} c U peg. T(p) be a convergent 
sequence to a point (p;, q;), and {p2}cg) be the corresponding sequence such that 
{(p~, qt)} c T(V). Then by the compactness of g), {p2} has a convergent 
subsequence {pa} to a point p E °P. Therefore q;<--_Ap7 +d, p7 <- pa, q.7-+4.; and 
p7-ì; hold when p° tends to p, which imply that (p;, q;) E T(p) c U peg T(p). 
Consequently U pE, T(p) is closed.

 t2 
 First we note that p; (p) <- p and p.;(0)- Ap; (p) -<_ d. If pi(0)p" is satisfied, we 

directly see (p;(p), q;(p)) E T(p"`). Suppose there is an subsequence {µ'} of {il} on 
which p;(p) <- p"' does not hold. Then we can take a sequence {,,"'} e (0, 1) defined 
as ,µ. = max{2,E (0, 1) I A,p;(p) <_ p"'}. For each ft', there corresponds an i e M such 
that p ̀  >- p (p) > ,l4'ls (p) = p w.>_ O. Since p µ' -~ p, we must have ,%" --> 1. If q; (p) -
A(V'p; (p)) <_ d is satisfied for any u', )."'-*1 implies that for d8 > 0, (A."`'p; (p), 
q;(1))) e T(p"') n N((p;(p), 4 (p), (5) holds whenever p' is large. Suppose there 
is an subsequence {µ"} of {it'} on which q;(p) + A(.1,"1);(p))<-d is violated. 
Let q; be defined as q; = d ̀  + [A(A"Il; (p))] ̀if 4i.;(0)—  [A(2"-f); (p))] ̀ > d` and 
[A(A!L); (p))] ̀ > 0, q; .. =4 (p) otherwise. It is easy to see q;"`'' — AR`-p; (p))<— d. 
Further, for any i E M such that 4;(p) — Of'  > 0, since E(0).� di + [Ap;(p)]`, we 
have (l-A"`-)[Ap;(p)]`>_q;(p)-q;"` . Again )p"-1 implies q;"—>q;(p).
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